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ment so as to illuminate uniformly the field of view, the distance being
arranged so that the readings are as sharp as possible; it should not be
displaced during the observations.1
In some cases, especially with almost colourless liquids, the zones of
the field of vision exhibit somewhat different colours, which prevents
accurate readings being obtained. This inconvenience is avoided by intro-
ducing a suitable plate of potassium bichromate into the eye-piece or by
interposing between the lamp and the saccharimeter a glass cell with parallel
faces (Landolfs so-called ray-filter) containing an aqueous solution of this
salt2; by this means the more refractive rays are absorbed and the field
assumes a uniform yellow tint.
(d) saccharimeter tubes. These are usually of glass and 20 cm. long,
but longer ones (30, 40, 50 and 60 cm.) are used for liquids of low rotation
and shorter ones (10, 5, 2-5 cm.) for highly coloured liquids. They are
closed at the ends by glass discs kept in position by screw caps (or spring
or simple friction caps) fitted inside with a rubber ring. The length of the
tube must be very exact and this is checked by means of apparatus based,
like the dividing engine, on the use of a micrometer screw.3 The ends of
the tube should be exactly perpendicular to the axis, and the end glasses
should have perfectly plane and parallel faces and should be made of clear,
absolutely optically inactive glass. The tubes are filled immediately before
reading and are carefully cleaned immediately afterwards.
To fill a tube this must be cleaned and well dried, closed at one end and
held vertically with the open end up, the solution being then poured in
until it fills the tube and arches over the top. The glass disc is then placed
on the tube so as to expel the excess of liquid, which is absorbed with a
strip of filter paper. The screw cap is then placed in position and screwed
down until it just holds.
When it is necessary to control the temperature of the liquid, the tube
is opened at one end immediately after the reading and a thermometer
inserted. Better still, in cases where variations of temperature exert a
marked influence on the result, special tubes may be used which are "fur-
nished with a T-branch containing a stopper traversed by a thermometer
and are surrounded by a metallic jacket through which water at constant
temperature is circulated.
For the successive and rapid reading of different liquids often required
in sugar factories, so-called continuous polarisation tubes have been devised,
these being furnished with a tube at each end; suction at one of these,
which is connected with a rubber tube bent to form a siphon, results in
1 To be more exact, the distance from the lamp to the instrument should be such
that the image of the point of a wire placed immediately before the source ol light is
formed sharply on a sheet of white paper supported at the diaphra^in of the analyser ;
in any event, however, such distance should not be less than 15 cm. in order that the
heat of the lamp may neither damage the optical parts of the apparatus nor alter "the
experimental results.
t To obtain readings saccharimeiricatLy comparable, the Mehtomate solution (con-
centration 6% and thickness 1-5 cm.) should always be interposed.
f For tubes in ordinary use, the length of that of ao cm* should not differ jnore
than 0*1 mm. from the truth ; otherwise a correction should be applied to the readings.

